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Spatial effects in working memory binding updating

Caterina Artuso, Paola Palladino

University of Pavia, Pavia, Italy

Updating of information is a crucial mechanism in working memory.

In fact, through updating we are able to change the content of working

memory along with its content-context binding. In the present study

we investigated how spatial bindings for letters and digits are updated.

To this end we measured the updating process directly, employing a

task composed of trials in which maintenance steps were alternated

with updating steps (Artuso & Palladino, 2011). Participants had to

study triplets of stimuli and memorize them maintaining unchanged

or modified (i.e. updated) in a self-paced manner, according to the

information presented. Bindings between letters and digits repre-

sented long-term learned spatial associations (e.g. after the ‘3’ comes

the ‘4’). We designed two types of binding: strong and weak,

assuming that the different strength of binding originated from the

spatial contiguity between items. Strong bindings represented stron-

ger spatial item-to-item associations, e.g. 126 or BCN, where the

item-to-item binding in the triplet was considered highly spatially

associated. Whereas weak bindings represented weaker spatial item-

to-item associations, e.g. 146 or BFN, where the item-to-item binding

in the triplet was weakly spatially associated. Results showed dif-

ferent updating patterns for digits and letters: we found longer RTs to

update stronger bindings for digits only. We discussed results with

reference to the digit-to-digit bindings which are represented along a

mental number line with a strong spatial reference frame and semantic

value (Doricchi et al., 2005). Whereas letter-to-letter bindings are not

linked to a spatial reference frame (Hulme et al., 1999).

Enhanced embodied response following ambiguous

emotional processing
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It has generally been assumed that high-level cognitive and emotional

processes are based on amodal conceptual information. In contrast,

however, ‘‘embodied simulation’’ theory states that the perception of

an emotional signal can trigger a simulation of the related state in the

motor, somatosensory, and affective systems. To study the effect of

social context on the mimicry effect predicted by the ‘‘embodied

simulation’’ theory, we recorded the electromyographic (EMG)

activity of participants when looking at emotional facial expressions.

We observed an increase in embodied responses when the participants

were exposed to a context involving social valence before seeing the

emotional facial expressions. An examination of the dynamic EMG

activity induced by two socially relevant emotional expressions

(namely joy and anger) revealed enhanced EMG responses of the

facial muscles associated with the related social prime (either positive

or negative). These results are discussed within the general frame-

work of embodiment theory.

Exploring the role of primary and supplementary

motor areas in simple motor tasks with fNIRS

Sabrina Brigadoi, Simone Cutini, Fabio Scarpa, Pietro Scatturin,
Roberto Dell’Acqua

DPSS—University of Padua, Italy

Neuroimaging studies performed with fMRI (functional magnetic

resonance imaging) have shown that the duration of a motor task

strongly affects the hemodynamic response amplitude of the primary

motor cortex (M1) and supplementary motor area (SMA). Never-

theless, to our knowledge, no study to date investigated whether it

might be possible to detect a differential effect of the motor task

duration on hemodynamic peak latency of such regions. In this

regard, the functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), which is

characterized by a good compromise between spatial and temporal

resolution, might represent an ideal candidate to detect a shift in the

peak latency of hemodynamic activity. Thus, we used fNIRS in an

event-related paradigm to investigate the spatio–temporal brain

dynamics related to motor activity. We bilaterally recorded hemo-

dynamic activity in premotor/motor cortices in 7 participants during a

right finger tapping task that included two tapping lengths (short: 1 s;

prolonged: 3 s). A recent Bayesian filtering technique was used to

remove the noise and to properly estimate the hemodynamic response.

As expected, when compared to short tapping, prolonged tapping

caused a larger hemodynamic response amplitude in the left SMA and

M1. Nevertheless, prolonged tapping selectively delayed hemody-

namic peak latency with respect to short tapping only in the left M1.

These results support the fact that the SMA is more related to motor

planning, while M1 is more tightly involved with movement execu-

tion, and confirm that fNIRS can effectively detect a functional

dissociation by means of subtle temporal differences in hemodynamic

activity.
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Modeling Bodystate-Dependent Multisensory

Integration

Martin V. Butz, Anna Belardinelli, Stephan Ehrenfeld

Cognitive Modeling, University of Tübingen, Germany

The brain often integrates multisensory sources of information using

Bayesian principles. Since sensory modalities are grounded in dif-

ferent, body-relative frames of reference, multisensory integration

requires accurate information transformations. We have shown

experimentally, for example, that a rotating tactile stimulus on the

palm of the right hand can influence the judgment of ambiguously

rotating visual displays. Most significantly, this influence depended

on the palm orientation: when facing upwards, a clockwise rotation on

the palm yielded a clockwise visual judgment bias; when facing

downwards, the same clockwise rotation yielded a counter-clockwise

bias. Thus, tactile rotation cues biased visual rotation judgment in a

head-centered frame of reference. Recently, we have generated a

modular, multimodal arm model that is able to mimic aspects of such

experiments. The model co-represents the state of an arm in several

modalities, including a proprioceptive, joint angle modality as well as

head-centered orientation and location modalities. Each modality

represents each limb or joint separately. Sensory information from the

different modalities is exchanged via local forward and inverse

kinematics mappings. Also re-afferent sensory feedback is anticipated

and integrated via Kalman filter. Information across the modalities is

integrated probabilistically via Bayesian-based plausibility estimates,

continuously maintaining a consistent global arm state estimation.

This architecture is thus able to model the described effect of posture-

dependent motion cue integration: tactile and proprioceptive sensory

information may yield top-down biases on visual processing. Equally,

such information may influence top-down visual attention, expecting

particular arm-dependent motion patterns. Current research imple-

ments such effects on visual processing and attention.

Effect of egocentric perception on an allocentric

memory task

Mélanie Cerles, Alice Gomez, Stéphane Rousset

Laboratoire de Psychologie et Neurocognition (LPNC), CNRS UMR
5101, Université Pierre Mendès France, Grenoble, France

Allocentric representations (i.e., object-to-object relations, indepen-

dent of the observer) are known to influence egocentric

representations (i.e., self-to-object relations) in perceptual tasks. The

present experiment assessed the reverse effect: the influence of an

egocentric perception on an allocentric memory task. Using a survey

perspective, 30 participants learned a spatial layout and performed an

allocentric judgment of relative direction (JRD) in an object-location

memory task with one of the objects used as the reference. The

interaction of egocentric reference frame was manipulated by pre-

senting the reference object during the JRD task in 3 different visuo-

spatial context backgrounds: 1) a first-person perspective in which

environmental cues respect the allocentric context (spatial interfer-

ence context), 2) a first-person perspective in which context

information doesn’t match with the allocentric context (visuo-control

context condition), and 3) a brown background (no context condition).

An interference effect of the egocentric perceptual background on the

allocentric behavioural performance was observed only when the

egocentric background information matches with allocentric infor-

mation. This study shows for the first time that perceptual egocentric

information can bias performance on an allocentric memory task. The

results are discussed according to Burgess and colleagues’ model of

spatial memory.

Bias in self-motion perceived speed can enhanced

episodic memory

Mélanie Cerles, Stéphane Rousset

Laboratoire de Psychologie et Neurocognition (LPNC), CNRS UMR
5101, Université Pierre Mendès France, Grenoble, France

Prior experiences of a stimulus facilitate re-processing of that stim-

ulus on a subsequent occasion. This relative ease and speed with

which information is processed is defined as fluency and can consti-

tute a basis for memory judgment. Fluency can also be manipulated

on line by perceptual bias (e.g. levels of noise) and it was shown that

it leads to an increase of recognition for items processed more fluently

(e.g. items with less noise). Previous experiments using Remember-

Know paradigm have shown an impact of perceptual fluency only on

familiarity and not on recollection. Recent episodic memory models

have postulated a strong link between episodic memory and spatial

processes, especially with navigation and self-motion (Gomez et al.,

2009). The present experiment was conducted to determine whether

self-motion fluency affects recognition performance and particularly

has an impact on ‘‘Remember’’ responses. Thirty participants learned

a four-minute path movie as if they were really doing the track, and

then had to recognize among short paths if they were part of the

learned path, followed by a Remember-Know procedure for recog-

nized items. Self-motion fluency was manipulated with the presence

of nimble acceleration applied on a small part of the video recognition

paths. Results show that the presence of a self-motion fluency

increases significantly the proportion of remember responses on

learned paths only. This study spotlights for the first time a specific

fluency effect on recollection and indicates an implication of self-

motion in episodic memory retrieval.

Using hippocampal-striatal loops for spatial navigation

and goal-directed decision making

Fabian Chersi, Giovanni Pezzulo

Institute of Cognitive Sciences and Technologies, National Research
Council of Italy, Rome

The hippocampus is known to play a central role in spatial repre-

sentation, declarative and episodic memory. Within the rat

hippocampus, so-called place cells display high spatial selectivity,

primarily firing within a small area of the environment. Interestingly,

it has been found in rats that these cells can be active also outside the

location or context of their corresponding place field producing so-

called ‘‘forward sweeps’’. These typically occur at decision points

during task execution and seem to be utilized for the evaluation of

potential alternative paths. A similar behaviour is found in the ventral

striatum, a brain area that is strongly interconnected with the hippo-

campus and is known to encode value and reward. In this paper we

propose a biologically inspired neural network reproducing the hip-

pocampal-ventral striatum circuit. The model is validated in a

navigation task in which a rat is placed in a complex maze with

multiple rewarding sites. We show that the rat mentally activates

place cells to simulate paths, estimate their value and make decisions,
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implementing two essential processes of model-based reinforcement

learning algorithms of choice: look-ahead prediction and the evalu-

ation of predicted states. Furthermore, as the rat spends more time in

the maze, action control slowly switches from goal-directed to

habitual behaviour, with a decrease of the frequency and depth of

mental simulations and a strengthening of reflex-like neural activa-

tions. Results are compared with neurophysiologic data recorded in

the hippocampus and ventral striatum of behaving rats.

Characters in search of an audience: linguistic and non

linguistic features of the construction of context

in twitter utterances

Raph Commins1, John Carroll1, Tim Wharton2,
Geraldine Fitzpatrick3, Simon Fleming1

1University of Sussex, UK; 2University of Brighton, UK; 3Vienna
University of Technology, Vienna, Austria

The increasingly pervasive use of personalised networked devices such

as cell phones and desktops, coupled with widespread participation in

social networking services, has created exciting opportunities for

research into aspects of embodied language use and cognition. In this

study we randomly sampled 200 tweets per user (100 cellphone, 100

desktop) from a corpus of over 8000 individual profiles from the social

network Twitter, which comprised of 20.5 million tweets and 377

million words. The samples were analysed using an automated content

analysis procedure using the pre-existing dictionaries of RID, LIWC,

WordNet and Roget&s Thesaurus. Our aim was to identify, through

frequency counts, salient linguistic features specifically characteristic

to either device that matched the classifications and words of the dic-

tionaries. The overall results showed clear, and in some instances stark,

language variation across devices. Language associated with cellphone

use consistently displayed high statistical significance towards a more

immediate, embodied, affective involvement in material circum-

stances. By contrast, language expressed through desktops, displayed

more abstract, considered and reflective form of language use. In

addition, distinct categorical clusters emerged across devices, despite

dictionaries having been originally constructed for different purposes.

This research offers a unique perspective on types of language varia-

tion that emerge from distinct interactions of participants with their

technology at hand, and their perceived context. In ongoing work we

are exploring how that context is not only perceived but also coordi-

nated, in order to establish a unique theoretical perspective and an

empirical framework exploring the complex relationship between

embodiment, cognition and technology.

Embodied numbers: The role of vision

in the development of number-space interactions

Virginie Crollen1, Giulia Dormal1,2, Xavier Seron1, Franco Lepore2,
Olivier Collignon2,3

1Centre de Neuroscience Système et Cognition (NeuroCS), Université
Catholique de Louvain, Belgium; 2Centre de Recherche en
Neuropsychologie et Cognition (CERNEC), Université de Montréal,
Canada; 3Centre de Recherche CHU Sainte-Justine, Université de
Montréal, Canada

The association between numbers and space is found in the well-

documented SNARC effect (Spatial Numerical Association of

Response Codes), where responses on small/large numbers are faster

in the left/right side of space, respectively. Because the SNARC effect

was observed even when hands are crossed, it was thought to emerge

in an external eye-centered frame of reference. However, the devel-

opmental process through which such association occurs remains

unknown. Since recent experiments have demonstrated that early

visual deprivation alters the development of an external coordinate

system in space, the study of visually deprived individuals represents

a unique opportunity to test the intrinsic interplay between numbers

and external space. Early blind (EB), late blind (LB) and sighted

controls (SC) were asked to complete a numerical comparison task to

5, either with hands parallel or with hands crossed. Results demon-

strated that LB and SC showed a SNARC effect regardless of hand

posture, while EB displayed a SNARC effect in the parallel posture

and a reversed SNARC effect in the crossed posture. Participants also

conducted a parity judgment task which is thought to not primarily

depend on visuo-spatial associations but on verbal-spatial associations

with numbers. In this task, a classic SNARC effect was observed in

every group of participants irrespective of hand posture. The pres-

ent study therefore demonstrates that early visual experience drives

the development of an external coordinate system for the visuo-spa-

tial representation of numbers and further supports the idea that

different types of spatial information are engaged in specific numer-

ical tasks.

Spatial abilities and c-fos expression in hippocampal

formation of enriched rats

Paola De Bartolo, Lorena Burello, Laura Mandolesi, Laura Petrosini

Department of Psychology, University of Rome ‘‘Sapienza’’, Rome,
Italy; IRCCS Fondazione Santa Lucia, Rome, Italy

Environmental enrichment (EE) increases cognitive abilities and

cerebral plasticity. An enriched environment consists of a combina-

tion of enhanced social relations, physical exercise and interactions

with non-social stimuli leading to behavioral and neuronal modifi-

cations. In the present study, we analyzed the behavioral effects of

environmental complexity on different facets of spatial function, and

we assessed the modifications of c-Fos expression in hippocampal

formation. c-Fos is an inducible transcription factor that provides

information on neuronal networks involved in performing well-

defined behaviors. Wistar rats (from 21th postnatal day onward) were

housed in enriched (10 animals in a large cage with toys and a running

wheel), or standard (two animals in a standard cage, without objects)

conditions. At the age of 3 months, both groups were tested in the

Open Field, providing information about locomotor activity, explor-

ative behavior, habituation to a spatial configuration and response to a

spatial change. After testing, rats were sacrificed and their brains were

immunohistochemically processed for c-Fos expression in hippo-

campal formation. EE provoked a decrease in locomotor activity

paralleled by a decrease of c-Fos expression in hippocampus.

While EE did not influence explorative behavior and habituation, it

decreased responses to spatial change and increased c-Fos hippo-

campal expression. These findings support the idea that EE

tunes spatial ability by increasing hippocampal network recruit-

ment, although it decreases behavioral responses to spatial

change.
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Space coding for sensorimotor transformations

can emerge through unsupervised learning

Michele De Filippo, Simone Cutini, Matteo Lisi, Marco Zorzi

Department of General Psychology and Center for Cognitive
Science—University of Padua, Italy

The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is fundamental for sensorimotor

transformations because it combines multiple sensory inputs and

posture signals into different spatial reference frames that drive motor

programming. Here we present a computational model mimicking the

sensorimotor transformations occurring in the PPC. The model was a

stochastic neural network (Restricted Boltzmann Machine) consisting

of one layer of visible units (encoding sensory input) and one layer of

hidden units (feature detectors) connected by bidirectional symmetric

weights. The input was composed by a bidimensional retinotopic map

and two posture maps encoding eye and head position, in line with

neurophysiological data. Training was unsupervised and it was only

concerned with efficient coding of the sensory data. After training, the

activity of the hidden units was used to compute a motor program (a

population code on a bidimensional map) through a simple linear

projection and delta rule learning. The average motor error, calculated

as the difference between the expected and the computed output, was

less than 3�. Interestingly, gain modulated visual receptive fields

spontaneously emerged in the hidden layer: although hidden units

developed strictly retinotopically organized visual receptive fields,

their response amplitude was markedly modulated by eye and head

posture signals. The model demonstrates that space coding for sen-

sorimotor transformations similar to that observed in the PPC can

emerge through unsupervised learning. Furthermore, the receptive

field properties of the hidden units are strikingly similar to those of

PPC neurons. The results suggest that gain modulation is an efficient

coding strategy to integrate visual and postural information towards

the generation of motor commands.

Facing the past: cognitive flexibility in the front-back

mapping of time

JuanMa de la Fuente1, Julio Santiago1, Antonio Román1,
Cristina Dumitrache2, Daniel Casasanto3,4,5

1Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Granada,
Spain; 2Department of Developmental and Educational Psychology,
University of Granada, Spain; 3Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 4Donders Center
for Brain, Cognition, and Behaviour, Radboud University, The
Netherlands; 5Department of Psychology, The New School for Social
Research, USA

In many languages the future is in front and the past behind, but in

some cultures (like Aymara) the past is in front. Is it possible to find

this mapping as an alternative conceptualization of time in other

cultures? If so, what are the factors that affect its choice out of the set

of available alternatives? In a paper and pencil task, participants

placed future or past events either in front or behind a character

(a schematic head viewed from above). A sample of 24 Islamic

participants (whose language also places the future in front and the

past behind) tended to locate the past event in the front box more

often than Spanish participants. This result might be due to the greater

cultural value assigned to tradition in Islamic culture. The same

pattern was found in a sample of Spanish elders (N = 58), what may

support that conclusion. Alternatively, the crucial factor may be the

amount of attention paid to the past. In a final study, young Spanish

adults (N = 200) who had just answered a set of questions about their

past showed the past-in-front pattern, whereas questions about their

future exacerbated the future-in-front pattern. Thus, the attentional

explanation was supported: attended events are mapped to front space

in agreement with the experiential connection between attending and

seeing. When attention is paid to the past, it tends to occupy the front

location in spite of available alternative mappings in the language-

culture.

From top to bottom: spatial shifts of attention caused

by linguistic stimuli

Carolin Dudschig, Martin Lachmair, Irmgard de la Vega,
Monica De Filippis, Barbara Kaup

University of Tübingen, Germany

Interacting with the world around us involves dealing with constant

sources of information. In order to deal with the vast amount of

information received, humans must selectively filter and focus

attention on relevant aspects for the current situation. In the context of

language processing, this suggests that processing linguistic stimuli

results in attention shifts that are of functional relevance for daily

interactions. Indeed, it has been shown that abstract positive concepts

such as ‘‘God’’ result in vertical attention shifts (Chasteen, Burdzy, &

Pratt, 2010). However, in contrast, words referring to concrete entities

(e.g., bird) result in slower object discrimination when presented in

congruent locations (e.g., up vertical location) (Estes, Verges &

Barsalou, 2008), usually attributed to perceptual simulations occu-

pying spatial positions related to the word. We investigate attention

shifts in a simple target detection task using task irrelevant words

referring to concrete entities. We hypothesised that words such as bird
produce an attentional shift in the direction of the typical location of

the word’s referent in the world (e.g., bird up in the sky). A centrally

presented task-irrelevant word is followed by a visual target in the

upper or lower visual field. Simple target identification was facilitated

for targets presented in locations matching the typical location of the

word’s referent. This supports the hypothesis that encountering words

result in congruent attention shifts in the vertical space.

Motor simulation in the memory of a spatial model:

the effect of the mass of objects

Léo Dutriaux, Valérie Gyselinck

Paris Descartes University, Paris, France

Numerous studies have shown that motor simulation is involved

during the understanding of action-related sentences or words. This is

taken as evidence that meaning is modal and embodied. The aim of

this research is to study the effect of motor simulation on the con-

struction of a spatial mental model. In a first experiment, participants

had to read three texts, which described someone acting on objects

located in a room. The sentences of the texts varied in the object mass

presented (light or heavy), and in effort intensity of the action per-

formed (no-, low- or high-effort). At the end of presentation,

participants were asked to perform a recognition task of the name of

objects, and to draw a map of the room. Results show that heavy

objects are better recognized than light ones, whatever the intensity of

the effort of the action. In order to know whether this effect was a
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consequence of the interpretation of objects alone, or whether it was

related to the construction of a representation of the situation the texts

express (objects integration in the texts), a second experiment was

run. The names of the heavy and light objects were presented to a new

group of subjects, and they were asked to perform the same recog-

nition task. In this condition, results show no difference in recognition

performance between light and heavy object. Together, these results

suggest that spatial mental model construction is linked to the

emergence of motor simulation of the mass of objects.

Being moved by the self and others

Caroline J. Falconer1, Christophe Lopez2, Fred W. Mast1

1Department of Psychology, University of Bern, Switzerland;
2University of Provence, France

The observation of conspecifics influences our bodily perceptions and

actions: Contagious yawning, contagious itching, or empathy for pain,

are all examples of mechanisms based on resonance between our own

body and others. In the present study, we developed a new experimental

paradigm combining a state-of-the-art full-body motion platform and

behavioral methods from cognitive neuroscience to investigate whether

viewing our own body, the body of another, or objects in motion influ-

ences self-motion perception. We provide the first demonstration that

self-motion perception through vestibular signals is influenced by the

observation of bodies in motion. We found a visual-vestibular congru-

ency effect for self-motion perception when observing self and object

motion, and a reduction in this effect when observing someone else’s

body motion. We propose the results reflect that vestibular perception is

modulated by agent-specific mirroring mechanisms, which may be a

protective mechanism that limits the disruptive influence of resonating

with other people moving in our environment.

Action tunes body dimension in space: evidences

from non-use and overuse

Alessandra Finisguerra1, Michela Bassolino1, Andrea Serino2,3,
Thierry Pozzo1,4

1Departement of Robotics, Brain and Cognitive Sciences, Istituto
Italiano di Tecnologia, Genova, Italy; 2CsrNC, Centro studi e
ricerche in Neuroscienze Cognitive, Polo Scientifico-Diadttico di
Cesena, Italy; 3Department of Psychology, University of Bologna,
Italy; 4INSERM U1093 Cognition, Action et Plasticité
Sensorimotrice, Université de Bourgogne, France

Positions and dimensions of body parts in space are coded in an

online, constantly updated, action-orientated representation of the

body, called the body schema (BS). The BS is plastically modified by

action: using a tool to interact with far objects shapes the perceived

morphology of the body, extending arm length. Conversely, one can

hypothesize that the BS can be shrunk by motion deprivation. To test

this hypothesis we evaluated whether 10 h of right arm non-use affect

body representation by using two tasks. In the first task participants

were required to estimate if the distance between pairs of tactile

stimuli delivered on the forearm was longer than those on the fore-

head. In the second task subjects had to indicate when a moving

marker, recorded by a motion capture system, matched the felt

position of two occluded body parts: the middle finger and the elbow.

The perceived distance between the tactile stimuli applied on the arm

and the estimated positions of the occluded body parts were consid-

ered as indirect measures of arm length in the BS. Further, the left

‘‘unrestricted’’ arm was evaluated by the same tasks in order to test if

the compensatory overuse of the ‘‘free’’ limb during immobilization

can alter the BS. Preliminary data showed that while no modification

occurred on the metric representation of immobilized arm, the

‘‘unrestricted’’ limb was perceived extended. These findings suggest

that action can plastically modify the BS to incorporate the effects of

growing, but not of shrinking.

Effects of non-symbolic numerical information suggest

the existence of magnitude-space synesthesia

Limor Gertner, Isabel Arend, Avishai Henik

Department of Psychology and the Zlotowski Center
for Neuroscience, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev,
Beer-Sheva, Israel

In number-space synesthesia, numbers are visualized in spatially-

defined arrays. In a recent study (Gertner et al., in press) we found

that the size congruency effect (SiCE) for physical judgments (i.e.,

comparing physical sizes of numbers while ignoring their numerical

values, e.g., 3 8) was modulated by the spatial position of the pre-

sented numbers. Surprisingly, we found that the neutral condition

(e.g., 3 3) was affected as well; that is, when the position of physical

sizes matched the synesthetic number-form, synesthetes performed

faster and more accurately than when the position of physical sizes

did not match. This pattern gave rise to the idea that number-space

synesthesia might entail not only discrete, ordered, meaningful

symbols (i.e., Arabic numbers) but also continuous non-symbolic

magnitudes (i.e., sizes, length, luminance, duration, etc.). We tested

this idea by assessing the performance of 2 number-space synesthetes

(and 12 matched controls) in 3 comparative judgment tasks involving

symbolic and non-symbolic stimuli: (i) Arabic numbers, (ii) patterns

of dots and, (iii) sizes of squares. The spatial position of the presented

stimuli was manipulated to be compatible or incompatible with

respect to the synesthetic number-space perceptions. Preliminary

results revealed that for synesthetes, but not for controls, non-sym-

bolic magnitudes (patterns of dots) as well as symbolic magnitudes

(i.e., Arabic numbers) interacted with space. Our study suggests that

number-space synesthetes might have a general magnitude- space

association that is not restricted to concrete symbolic stimuli. These

findings are discussed in light of theories on the perception and

evaluation of sizes in numerical cognition.

The influence of action on reachability judgements

and spatial magnitude estimation

Stéphane Grade, Mauro Pesenti, Martin Gareth Edwards

Catholic University of Leuven, Belgium

In the current literature, it is known that action, reachability perception

and spatial magnitude perception all rely on parietal lobe processes.

However, it remains unclear what differences exist between the

behaviours, and moreover, whether there is a common cognitive pro-

cess underlying these behaviours. To investigate this, we measured

spatial perception using reachability judgment and distance magnitude

estimation tasks. The reachability judgment task measured judgments

of whether a stimulus was within reach or not, while the distance
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magnitude estimation task measured the estimated distance between the

participant and the stimulus. Both measures used the same stimuli

presented at different spatial locations on the participant’s sagittal axis,

with half of the stimuli being presented within reach space and half

outside of reach space (i.e., peri- and extra-personal spaces). Previous

research has shown that reachability judgments are slower and show

increased error for objects located at the boundary between peri- and

extra-personal spaces. If action processes underlie reachability and

distance estimation tasks, then stimuli presented at the boundary of the

spaces may also moderate distance estimation responses. A further

manipulation was to have participants make concurrent actions during

the two tasks. We predicted that if action processes are needed for both

the reachability and distance magnitude tasks, then performing an

action at the same time might disturb the dependent variables. The

results are discussed in terms of whether the relationships between

action, spatial reachability perception and spatial magnitude perception

rely on the same underlying cognitive processes.

Give me time to picture that: effects of time

and imageability on effector-specific motor activation

in idiom processing

Galina Gradinarova, Petar Kanchev, Armina Janyan

Department of Cognitive Science and Psychology, New Bulgarian
University, Sofia, Bulgaria

Two experiments were conducted to address the following questions:

firstly, can evidence be found of effector-specific motor activation in

the processing of idioms; secondly, how would such activation unfold

in time? Participants saw pairs of idioms presented one by one and

had to indicate whether both idioms were familiar. Both idioms

contained verbs for actions performed with a particular effector (hand,

foot, mouth). The first idiom either shared the same effector as the

second one (hand) or did not. Based on previous rating studies the

stimuli were evenly divided into pairs of idioms with either high or

low imageability. Two SOAs were used—2000 ms (1500 ms first

idiom presentation + 500 ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI) between the

two idioms) or 3000 ms (1500 ms first idiom presentation + 1500 ms

ISI). We hypothesized that there would be a significant difference

between the RTs if idioms activated the same motor circuit versus

motor circuits responsible for different effectors. In Experiment 1

participants responded manually by pressing a button. Experiment 2

required an oral response to preclude any interaction between the

processing of the second, hand-related idiom, and the response action

itself. For both experiments, highly imageable idioms were processed

faster than those with low imageability, indicating a processing

advantage related to imageability. More importantly, in Experiment 2

there was a three-way interaction: after an ISI of 1500 ms there was

facilitation in highly imageable idioms in the Same Effector condition

comparing to the Different Effector condition, suggesting that the

simulation process might need time to unfold.

Visuo-tactile integration in personal, peripersonal

and extrapersonal space

Sylvia Hach1, Derek Ott2, Simone Schuetz-Bosbach1

1Max Planck Research Group ‘‘Body&Self’’, Leipzig, Germany;
2Department of Neurology, Leipzig University Hospital, Leipzig,
Germany

The ability to recognise, localise and quickly react to events in the

environment is crucial for an organism’s protection and its interaction

with the space surrounding it. This phenomenon was investigated by

determining the contributions of the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and

middle superior temporal gyrus (mSTG) to the spatial and crossmodal

integration of sensory events by manipulating neural activity through

theta burst stimulation (TBS). Participants reported on the location of

visual stimuli presented at different distances and paired with spatially

in/congruent tactile stimuli. Our results support the hypothesis that in the

healthy brain, right parietal and temporal structures perform spatial

multisensory functions. More specifically, we found an increase in the

crossmodal congruency effect following the application of TBS over the

target sites, while this was absent for the control condition. This overall

effect was produced by a change in the processing of congruent stimulus

cue pairings following TBS to the right SMG, whereas there was a

change in the processing of incongruent trials following TBS to the right

mSTG. Finally, multiregional effects following TBS to SMG contrasted

with significant effects only in personal space following TBS to mSTG.

These findings extend existing data showing a role of the right parietal

lobe in higher-order spatial processing and in the merging of sensory

information from different reference frames. Critically, the present

results also identify the mSTG as a candidate region for the lower-level,

fast and efficient integration of such sensory events having high rele-

vance to the integrity of the individual’s body.

Self-motion perception influences number processing:

evidence from a parity task

Matthias Hartmann, Reka Farkas, Fred W. Mast

Department of Psychology, University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland

Abstract concepts like numbers or time are thought to be represented in

the more concrete domain of space and the sensorimotor system. For

example, thinking of past or future events has a physical manifestation in

backward or forward body sway, respectively. In the present study, we

investigated the reverse effect: Can passive whole-body motion influ-

ence the processing of temporal information? Participants were asked to

categorize words to the concepts future or past while they were displaced

forward and backward (Experiment 1), or upward and downward

(Experiment 2) by means of a motion platform. The results showed that

future related words were categorized faster during forward as com-

pared to backward motion. This finding supports the view that temporal

events are represented along a mental time line and that the sensorimotor

system is linked to that representation. We showed that body motion is

not just an epiphenomenon of temporal thoughts. Passive whole-body

motion can influence higher-order temporal cognition.

The interaction between number and space processing

and math achievement in adults

Danielle Hoffmann1, Christophe Mussolin, Christine Schiltz1

1University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg; 2Université Libre de
Bruxelles, Belgium

Behavioral studies show a relation between numbers and space (for a

review see De Hevia et al., 2008). One instance of this link is the

SNARC (Spatial Numerical Association of Response Codes) effect,

consisting in faster reaction times responding to small/large digits

with the left/right hand respectively (Dehaene et al. 1993). The

SNARC effect has often been replicated, but it is also characterized

by high inter-subject variability (Wood et al. 2006 a, b). Although

differences in mathematical skills are an obvious candidate source for
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SNARC variability, this variable has not yet been explored system-

atically. For the present study, three groups of participants were

recruited amongst University students; one group included only par-

ticipants reporting specific problems related to numerical processing,

and two control groups differing in the math requirements of their

field of study (i.e. science students vs. literature students). Results

confirmed that the three groups differed substantially in basic arith-

metic scores [F(2,92) = 19.97, p \ 0.001] as well as in the strength

of their SNARC effect [F(2,92) = 7.12, p = 0.001]. The science

group had the highest arithmetic score and the smallest SNARC effect

and the problem report group had the lowest arithmetic score and the

strongest SNARC effect, with the literature group lying in between.

Rearranging the groups based on arithmetic performance yielded the

same results. Correlation analyses confirmed this finding by revealing

a strong relation between arithmetic scores and SNARC effect inde-

pendently of group constitution [r = -0.28, p \ 0.01]. Different

hypotheses in the context of the relevant literature are discussed.

When left feels right: asymmetry in the affordance

effect

Armina Janyan, Gergana Slavcheva

New Bulgarian University, Dept. of Cognitive Science
and Psychology, Sofia, Bulgaria

Previous research has demonstrated the so-called affordance effect

(faster response when visual affordance of a presented object (e.g., a

pan) corresponds to the response location) and argued that the effect

is due to abstract spatial coding of a handle relative to the object and

not due to grasping affordance. Our experiment tested the hypothesis

that the affordance effect is not due solely to abstract spatial codes but

also due to specific motor activation in response to the visual affor-

dance. We assumed that in the case of abstract spatial codes response

location and not hand distinction would be the critical factor for

producing the affordance effect. In our experiment bi-manual crossed/

uncrossed responses to left/right symbols superimposed on a picture

of a pan were used. The task was to attend to the symbol and to press

the corresponding left/right button. Affordances of the pan were

manipulated. A three-way interaction between side of affordance

(left/right), mode of response (crossed/uncrossed hands), and

response-affordance correspondence (corresponding/non-correspond-

ing) showed no affordance effect in the right affordance condition

independently of the mode of response. However, the magnitude of

the affordance effect varied in the left affordance condition: 45 ms for

the crossed hands and 25 ms for the uncrossed hands. Finally, faster

responses with the right hand in the crossed hands response mode

were observed regardless the side of affordance. The results suggest

that the asymmetry observed was due to specific motor activation that

in turn, was modified by a focus of attention on the right hand.

Use of landmarks in nature: differences

between seasons and data collection methods

Pyry Kettunen1, Katja Irvankoski2, Christina M. Krause2,
L. Tiina Sarjakoski1

1Department of Geoinformatics and Cartography, Finnish Geodetic
Institute, Masala, Finland; 2Cognitive Science, Institute
of Behavioural Sciences, University of Helsinki, Helsinki

Landmarks are important as reference points for understanding

spatial structure of the environment as well as for identifying

decision points and monitoring progress during navigation. There-

fore, landmarks are core elements in external spatial representations

such as maps and verbal route descriptions. Selecting the most

appropriate landmarks for these representations is a difficult task

that requires an understanding of the way people perceive and

remember landmarks. We studied the perception and remembering

of landmarks in nature using two separate experimental methods:

thinking-aloud while walking on a route and drawing a sketch map

of the route afterwards. We carried out experiments in summer and

winter in order to find out the effect of season. The relative fre-

quencies of landmark groups differed between seasons in the

thinking-aloud data, but no such differences were present in the

sketch maps that were drawn in a similar way in the summer and

winter seasons. The participants listed landmarks differently when

using each method, especially for the ‘passages’ and ‘trees and parts

of trees’ landmark groups. ‘Passages’ were used more in sketch

maps; in fact, they comprised the core elements of the sketch maps.

‘Trees and parts of trees’ were left out of the sketch maps, even if

they were frequently mentioned with the thinking-aloud method.

Participants may not have considered them significant for sketch

maps, or they may not have remembered such small and common

features when drawing the maps. The variation may also have

occurred due to the differences in methods.

Action embodiment during observation of classical

ballet and contemporary dance: considerations

from brain and behavioral data

Louise Kirsch1 & Emily S. Cross1,2

1School of Psychology, Bangor University, Bangor, Wales, United
Kingdom; 2Behavioural Science Institute, Donders Institute for Brain,
Cognition and Behavior, Radboud University Nijmegen,
The Netherlands

Many Western dance performances feature classical ballet or con-

temporary dance. Although both styles share common features, they

are nonetheless distinct. Here we investigated whether watching ballet

and contemporary dance leads to objective and subjective differences

in observers’ experience. We measured behavioral and neural

responses in dance-naı̈ve participants when observing both dance

styles. We specifically selected dance-naı̈ve participants to determine

how the novice observer, who lacks physical and visual experience,

may nonetheless evoke embodiment processes during aesthetic

judgements of dance to a differential degree when watching classical

ballet or contemporary dance. During scanning, participants watched

64 contemporary dance and classical ballet sequences, each 3 s in

length. Following each video, participants answered questions con-

cerning how much they liked or could reproduce each dance

movement. The behavioral data demonstrated a strong negative cor-

relation between liking and physical ability for contemporary and

ballet, suggesting an inverse relationship between perceived

embodiment and aesthetic enjoyment. The neuroimaging data

revealed widespread activation within sensorimotor and visual corti-

ces when participants observed either kind of dance compared to a

static body visual baseline condition. When directly comparing

observation of contemporary dance to ballet, the right middle

occipital gyrus, likely corresponding to extrastriate body area (EBA),

was active, as was the left inferior occipital gyrus. In contrast,

watching classical ballet compared to contemporary dance led to

modest increases within left occipital and sensorimotor cortices.

Taken together, the findings begin shed light on how naı̈ve dance

observers perceive two prominent dance styles at both brain and
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behavioral levels, and how their own sense of embodiment influences

their aesthetic experience.

Development of navigation: encoding of geometric

and non-geometric properties of spatial environment

in children

Beatrix Labadi, Reka Vagvolgyi

Institute of Psychology, University of Pecs, Pécs, Hungary

In the last decade the research of the reorientation focused on the

geometric properties of the enclosed space. Paradoxically, however,

most of the previous studies used formal geometric space (e.g. rect-

angle) which provided geometric information only about distance/

length. In present set of experiments we investigated the reorientation

process using kite-shaped form that allowed us to observe how

4-year-old children use not only length but angle information of a

geometric surface layout in 2D and 3D space. The results showed that

in 2D space children were able to use the wall color as a feature, even

the color provided a distal cue, but they failed to rely on the geometric

information for reorientation. On the contrary, in 3D space children

could reorient themselves based on not only the feature but the

geometry using length and unique angle of the room. Further results

revealed that children could use 2D symbolic map-like geometrical

representation of a space to search a hidden location in 3D space.

These findings provide evidence that children at age of 4 years appear

to relate the shape of the surface layout with respect to either angle or

length, and the integration of geometry and feature occurs. The pre-

dominant sensitivity to the structure of the surrounding surface layout

in 3D space comparing to 2D space suggests that the abstract

knowledge of geometry may arise from spatial embodiment.

Exogenous and endogenous shifts of visuospatial

attention in perihand space

Nathalie Le Bigot, Marc Grosjean

Leibniz Research Centre for Working Environment and Human
Factors, Dortmund, Germany

Studies on shifts of visuospatial attention in perihand space have lead

to conflicting results. In covert orienting tasks, some investigations

report an influence of hand proximity on the speed with which people

react to previously cued and uncued targets, whereas others do not.

One reason for such discrepancies may be related to the types of cues

that have been used. In particular, uninformative cues (i.e., that

properly indicate target location only half of the time) induce exog-

enous attentional shifts, while informative cues (i.e., that properly

indicate target location most of the time) lead to endogenous shifts.

To explore the role of cue predictability, two experiments were per-

formed using the same visual discrimination task. In both, the target

could appear at a peripheral left or right location, and it was either

preceded by an uninformative peripheral cue (Experiment 1) or an

informative central cue (Experiment 2). Only short stimulus-onset

asynchronies were used (100–150 ms) and participants performed the

tasks under four hand-position configurations: Left only, right only,

both hands, or no hands near the display. Both experiments produced

reliable cueing effects: Faster responses for cued than uncued target

locations. However, in contrast to Experiment 2, Experiment 1 also

revealed an interaction between hand position and whether the target

was cued or not. This reflected that there was a larger cueing effect in

the right- and both-hands conditions than in the other conditions.

These findings further suggest that exogenous shifts of attention are

altered in perihand space, while endogenous shifts are not.

Different spatial terms in navigation system for Chinese

drivers

Jing Li

School of Psychology, Nanjing Normal University, China

There have been some researches on the comparison of spatial frame

of reference system (FoRs) use between different areas in China,

showing that Southerners are inclined to use relative FoRs terms,

while Northerners respond same to relative and absolute FoRs. The

goal of this research was to find out if the different habits could affect

the performance in driving with the navigation system, with a dual-

task experimental paradigm applied. The findings would be referred

in the individualization of navigation system design for Chinese.

Forty participants from South and North China (10 male and 10

female participants in each area group) attended the experiment. They

were required to respond to spatial terms given by headphone while

playing simulated driving game. The results showed that Southern

participants responded more quickly to relative terms than absolute

terms during driving, but there was no significant difference between

those two kinds of terms for Northerners, that was same as their

habits. And all participants’ driving actions were disturbed by the

spatial term judgment tasks. Unexpectedly, the male participants

drove better when responding to relative FoRs terms, because Chinese

male participants were inclined to indicate the direction by absolute

FoRs while driving. As a result, there might be cognitive conflict

between current driving and responding to absolute navigation terms

that decreased the attention on driving and caused more mistakes, the

time for finishing one specified lap got significantly longer. Con-

versely, the female participants drove better when responding to

absolute FoRs terms for similar reasons.

Impaired memory for early relative to late events

in spatial neglect

Tobias Loetscher1, Corinne Tamagni2, Harald Baumann2,
Michael ER Nicholls1, Peter Brugger2

1School of Psychology, Flinders University, Adelaide, South
Australia; 2Neurology Department, Neuropsychology Unit, University
Hospital Zurich

Recent research on interactions between spatial and temporal pro-

cessing revealed that healthy subjects represent the flow of time in a

left-to-right direction, with early events being located to the ‘‘left’’ of

later events. This would imply that the recall of events in the more

distant past is hampered in the presence of left-sided spatial neglect.

We set out to test this prediction in a verbal memory task. The verbal

memory task involved the oral presentation of 10 words over three

consecutive learning trials. Forty minutes after the learning trials,

patients were requested to reproduce the words again (‘‘delayed

recall’’). The dependent variable was the number of words produced

in the delayed recall from the first half of the 10-word list relative to

those from the second half of the list. We found that a sample of 13

neglect patients recalled more words presented in the second half than
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in the first half of the 10-word list (p \ 0.05, one-tailed). Controls did

not show a bias for either half of the list. The current result suggest

that spatial neglect is associated with a relative retrieval difficulty for

words of the first half compared to the second half of an orally pre-

sented list of words. Substantiation with larger samples provided, this

finding is compatible with early events being located ‘‘left’’ to later

events. The novel observation suggests a close link between

sequential learning, spatial and temporal processing.

Inhibition, attention and working memory in large scale

search

Kate A. Longstaffe, Iain D. Gilchrist, Bruce M. Hood

University of Bristol, Bristol, England, UK

During search, executive function enables individuals to direct

attention to potential targets, remember locations visited, and inhibit

attending to distracting information. The present studies investigated

these executive processes while adult participants (N = 80) sear-

ched a room containing an array of green illuminated LED light

switches embedded in the floor. Participant’s task was to press the

green light switches on the floor to locate a target that turned red

when pressed. The perceptual salience of search locations was

manipulated by having some locations flashing and some static.

Button presses to flashing and static locations were recorded, to

millisecond accuracy. Participants were more likely to search at

flashing locations, even when explicitly informed that the target was

equally likely to be at any location. Our interpretation is that

attention was captured by the perceptual salience of flashing lights,

leading to an automatic bias to explore these targets. Participants

were however able to restrict search to previously visited locations,

showing a functioning spatial memory. Participants were more able

to inhibit exploration to flashing locations when not required to

monitor previously visited locations. A concurrent memory task,

remembering a 5-digit number during each trial, further disrupted

inhibition during search. This may suggest distinct roles for the

executive sub-processes of memory and inhibition during search.

Experiments offer a novel paradigm for evaluating inhibitory

mechanisms, in a real-world search task.

Normal line bisection and impaired target cancellation

in a patient with predominantly posterior brain damage

Marine Lunven1,2, Bertrand Glize1,3,4, Paolo Bartolomeo2,5,6,
Michel Thiebaut2,7, Sophie Jacquin-Courtois1,3,4, Rode Gilles1,3,4

1INSERM U1028 CNRS UMR5292, Equipe ImpAct, Bron, France;
2INSERM-UPMC UMRS 975, Hôpital de la Salpêtrière, Paris,
France; 3Hospices Civils de Lyon, Service de Médecine Physique et
Réadaptation, Hôpital Henry Gabrielle, Saint Genis Laval, France;
4Hospices Civils de Lyon & Institut Fédératif des Neurosciences de
Lyon, Mouvement et Handicap, St Genis Laval et Lyon, France;
5Fédération de Neurologie, AP-HP, Hôpital de la Salpêtrière, Paris,
France; 6 Department of Psychology, Catholic University, Milan,
Italy; 7Natbrainlab, Department of Forensic and Neurodevelopmental
Sciences, Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London, London, UK

We report the case of a 60-year-old patient with left visual deficit, left

hemiparesis and chronic left neglect after a right-hemisphere stroke.

Severe left neglect on cancellation tasks performed with the right

hand was present at 7 and 8 years after her stroke, but performance on

line bisection was invariably within normal limits. Structural MRI

disclosed extensive lesions in the right occipito-temporo-parietal and

orbito-frontal regions. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) MRI showed

damage to the splenium of the corpus callosum, the inferior longi-

tudinal fasciculus, the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF), and

the posterior and long segments of the arcuate fascicle. The observed

anatomo-clinical pattern conflicts with studies associating poor per-

formance on line bisection with posterior (occipito-parieto-temporal)

brain lesions, and impaired performance on cancellation tasks

with anterior/subcortical brain damage. Thus, damage to gray matter

per se may not be sufficient to explain distinct neuropsychological

profiles in neglect patients. Lesion of direct connections between

occipital and frontal lobes, such as those sustained by the IFOF, may

contribute to visuo-motor deficits by preventing the top-down mod-

ulation of visual areas from the ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex.

Moreover, when the patient performed cancellation tests with her left

hand, performance was greatly improved, consistent with hypotheses

postulating that left hand movements may activate the damaged right

hemisphere, or draw the patient’s attention towards the left side of

space.

The appraisal of space words by speakers from diverse

linguistic backgrounds

F.Marmolejo-Ramos1, M.R. Elosúa2, Y.Yamada3, N.Hamm1,
K. Noguchi4

1University of Adelaide, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia; 2UNED
(Spain); 3Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Fukuoka, Japan; 4University
of California, Davis, California, USA

The purpose of this study was to determine whether there are dif-

ferences in the way the spatial location words ‘‘up’’, ‘‘down’’, ‘‘left’’,

and ‘‘right’’ are rated on a scale ranging from -4 (‘‘very negative’’) to

+4 (‘‘very positive’’) by a large number of participants from 21 lin-

guistic backgrounds (n = 2.153). A follow-up computer-based word

allocation task compared how participants from two linguistics

backgrounds allocated personality trait words on a square grid. More

importantly, the study aims at determining whether left- and right-

handers assess locations on the horizontal plane differently (evidence

favouring the body-specificity hypothesis, BSH) and whether there

are indications of a salience of the vertical plane over the horizontal

plane (evidence favouring the body-generality hypothesis, BGH). The

BSH predicts that right-handers and left-handers allocate positive

and negative concepts differently on the horizontal plane, i.e.,

while left-handers allocate negative concepts on the right-hand side of

their bodily space, right-handers allocate such concepts to the left-

hand side. The results echoed the predictions from the BSH, while

also gave new evidence in support of the BGH, i.e., there is a

markedly larger differentiation between the appraisal of vertical

locations than between horizontal locations. Thus, people, in general,

tend to allocate positive and negative concepts in upper and lower

areas, respectively. The implications of these findings for our

understanding of the embodiment of spatial concepts will be

discussed.
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Do gesturing and sketching influence spatial cognition

through similar mechanisms?

Bryan J. Matlen1, Tilbe Göksun2, Kinnari Atit3, Martina A. Rau1,
Maria Ptouchkina4

1Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA;
2University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA; 3Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA; 4Capgemini

We communicate and highlight spatially intensive science concepts

using gesture and sketching. The use of these spatial representational

tools is thought to facilitate connection making between concrete

entities and abstract, spatial relationships, thereby improving under-

standing of spatially intensive concepts. If gesturing and sketching aid

spatial understanding via similar mechanisms, we would expect that

the use of gesture and sketching be related not only to understanding

of spatial concepts, but also to each other. However, there is currently

a lack of empirical evidence documenting such associations. In the

present study, we explored these issues in the context of teaching

children about plate tectonics—a topic rich in spatial concepts. Eight-

to sixteen-year-old children (N = 27, M = 11.79 yrs) were provided

instruction about plate tectonics and were later interviewed for their

understanding. Children were also asked to sketch a dynamic geo-

logical scene based on what they learned in the instruction phase.

Analyses of children’s responses to the interview questions revealed

significant positive correlations between children’s knowledge of

plate tectonics, the proportion of geological relations they sketched,

and the spontaneous production of iconic, content-relevant gestures.

These findings help to establish an empirical relationship between

gesture and sketching, and suggest that these representational tools

may facilitate understanding of difficult spatial scientific concepts

through similar mechanisms.

Which spatial abilities and strategies predict males’

and females’ performance in the Object Perspective

Test?

Chiara Meneghetti, Francesca Pazzaglia, Rossana De Beni

Department of General Psychology, University of Padua, Padua,
Italy

The present study aimed to investigate whether different spatial

abilities and strategies sustain perspective-taking (PT) performance in

males and females. The PT task used was the Object Perspective Test

(OPT, Kozhevnikov & Hegarty, 2001; Hegarty & Waller, 2004).

A sample of 40 males and 40 females completed the OPT and several

other visuo-spatial tasks and questionnaires. Multiple regression

analysis showed that OPT performance was predicted positively by a

spatial imagery preference, and negatively by the specific use of

mental rotation strategy (i.e. turning the sheet of paper). Gender

interacted with the Embedded Figure Test (EFT), a spatial visuali-

zation task, since high EFT scores only positively predicted the OPT

results in males. Overall, our results show that OPT performance is

sustained by specific spatial abilities and strategies modulated, at least

in part, by gender.

The link between affective closeness and space

perception

Nicolas Morgado1, Richard Palluel-Germain1, Dominique Muller2,
Edouard Gentaz3

1University of Grenoble, France. Laboratory of Psychology
and NeuroCogniton; 2University of Grenoble, France. Laboratoire
Interuniversitaire de Psychologie; 3University of Grenoble, CNRS,
France. Laboratory of Psychology and NeuroCogniton

We recently observed that people perceive their ability to pass

between projected pictures of two classmates in function of their

affective closeness toward them. The closer they felt toward their

classmates, the more they perceived they could pass between them

and the less they need space to pass. In the present study, a life-size

human figure and a picture representing a wall were projected side-

by-side on a large screen. Participants had (1) to imagine that the

human figure represented a loved or a disliked acquaintance and (2) to

imagine passing between the person and the wall. Then, they esti-

mated the distance (i.e., the aperture width) between the two pictures.

They also indicated if they could pass between them. We replicated

our previous result only when participants imagined that the figure

represented a disliked acquaintance and not a loved one. Importantly,

participants who imagined the presence of a disliked acquaintance

tended to perceive a smaller aperture than those who imagined the

presence of a loved one and this mainly for the aperture widths above

their perceived passability threshold. Consistent with the statement

that social relationships influence interpersonal distance regulation,

our results suggest that some social constraints might be relevant for

the perception of affordance and spatial layouts. Such conclusion is

consistent with an extended economy of action account.

Topographical orientation in Parkinson’s disease:

the role of embodiment in performing the VR Road

Map Test

Francesca Morganti1, Sascha Marracki2, Peter Paul Urban2,
Giuseppe Riva3

1University of Bergamo, Bergamo, Italy; 2Asklepios Clinic Hamburg,
Germany; 3Catholic University of Milan, Milan, Italy

Recent findings in neuroscience allow increasing insights in the

interplay of perception and action determining knowledge acquisition.

One of the findings for spatial cognition consists on the adoption of

the embodied perspective, that considers knowledge as unfolded

through action: stored in the form of motor responses and acquired by

the act of ‘‘doing’’. In order to understand the impairment of spatial

orientation in Parkinson’s disease, we tested 49 Parkinson’s subjects

(23 female, 26 male; age 50–80 years) in a virtual version of the

Money’s Road Map test (Morganti et al. 2009). Thirty-two patients

are classified as Parkinson’s without dementia (PD) (MMSE:

M = 28.94; sd = 1.7); 17 patients as Parkinson’s with dementia

(PDD) (MMSE: M = 25.59; sd = 1.8). They were compared with a

control group of healthy subjects (n = 68). We found significant

differences in performing the VR Road Map Test between Parkin-
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son’s patients (PD: M = 5.5; sd = 4.1; PDD: M = 2.18; sd = 1.8)

and controls subjects (M = 15.53 SD 11.35). Moreover a

3(group) 9 4(age cohort) ANOVA revealed a significant difference

between groups in the different age cohorts (Group*Age Cohort F

(12.00) p \ 0.005). PD-patients showed reduced ability to navigate in

comparison to healthy controls of same age (p \ 0.001), PDD-

patients showed reduced topographical orientation compared to PD-

patients (p \ 0.001). Results will be discussed in the light of the

assumption that the allocentric/egocentric (embodied) perspective,

requested by the virtual reality version of the Road Map Test, appears

to be relevant for topographical orientation.

Differences between experts and non-experts

in photographic perception and assessment

Valentina Mulas1, Renato Troffa2, Pierluigi Caddeo2

1University of Cagliari, Cagliari, Italy; 2Teseus Research Centre

How professional skills and schemata affect cognition, evaluative

dimensions, and aesthetic perception of pictures? And what about the

effect of social elements, like a smiling or serious subject pictured? The

present study investigates the differences between experts (photo pro-

fessionals) and inexperienced individuals in perception and evaluation

of photographs. Furthermore, it approaches the influence of different

facial expressions (Reis et al., 1990). People with well-developed

schemes in photography should evaluate pictures through assessment,

while inexperienced people should evaluate pictures through appraisal

(Axelsson, 2007). Therefore, in the present study it was hypothesized

that: H1) experts and non-experts evaluate the stimuli differently; H2)

facial expression influences the evaluation; smile elicits more positive

evaluations. N = 120, 60 experts and 60 inexperienced people were

asked to evaluate a set of stimulus pictures throughout: a) ‘‘The Cir-

cumplex Model of Affect’’ (PAQ’s) to measure 4 affective dimensions

(Pleasant-Unpleasant, Arousing-Sleepy, Exciting-Gloomy, Relaxing-

Distressing); b) A semantic differential made of 9 couples of bipolar

adjectives to measure 2 evaluative dimensions (Aesthetics and Dis-

tinctive Features). Thus the participant’s level of expertise (experts vs.

non-experts) and the facial expressions (smile presence vs. absence)

were used as IVs, and the scores of the 2 scales as IDs in multivariate

analysis of variance. Results partially confirmed the hypotheses: smile

arouses more positive evaluations, but only in the inexperienced group.

These results are in concordance with previous research about expert

and non-expert evaluation, and they open new questions about facial

expressions studies.

Which direction to take? Cognitive and linguistic

factors in children’s spatial representations of virtual

itineraries

Marion Nys1,2,3, Valérie Gyselinck1, Maya Hickmann2,3, Eric Orriols1

1Université Paris Descartes; 2CNRS; 3Université Paris 8

Previous studies show developmental progressions in either linguistic

or cognitive capacities underlying how children construct spatial

representations. However, very little is still known about the relative

impact of these two dimensions and their interrelations during

development, particularly in complex wayfinding situations. This

study focuses on how children indicate directions in verbal and non-

verbal tasks based on a virtual itinerary, comparing second- and

fourth-graders (mean 8 and 10 years) as well as young adults (19 per

group). Participants were shown an itinerary in a virtual town, then

had to perform four tasks based on it: 1) describe it orally, 2) draw it

on a map, 3) recall/place relevant landmarks on the map, and 4)

choose correct directions (straight, right, left) in pictures of crossroads

from the itinerary. Independent standardized tests also evaluated

attention, working memory, non-verbal perception of direction, and

language. The results show progressions with age in all of the itin-

erary tasks. In addition, correlations were found in children’s correct

performance across all of these tasks, all of which also correlated with

the perception of direction in the standardized test. Other standardized

tests (attention, memory, language) only correlated with performance

in one or another of the itinerary tasks. Thus, verbal and non-verbal

spatial representations both become more efficient with age and they

are partially interrelated during development, showing that both may

have an impact on children’s increasing wayfinding efficiency. The

discussion explores the need for a number of more fine-grained

analyses related to individual differences.

When the sad past is left

Marc Ouellet1, Nicolas Spatola1, Guillaume Sémery1, Brice Beffara1,
Martial Mermillod1, Julio Santiago de Torres2

1Department of Psychology and LAPSCO (UMR 6024), University
Blaise Pascal, Clermont-Ferrand, France; 2Department
of Psychology, University of Granada, Spain

Research on the conceptualization of TIME and VALENCE has

demonstrated that both concepts are spatially represented over a left–

right horizontal axis. Typically, right-handed readers of a left-to-right

orthographic system represent past and negative concepts on the left

whereas future and positive concepts are represented on the right. Our

goal here was to investigate whether the activation of a spatially

mapped abstract concept could activate another spatially congruent

abstract concept. More precisely, we wanted to know whether the

activation of past or future concepts could activate the processing of

negative or positive concepts, respectively, and vice versa. To test this

hypothesis, we used a masked priming paradigm. First, neutral verbs

conjugated to the past or future were used to prime positive or neg-

ative verbs conjugated to the present. Second, the same positive or

negative verbs were used to prime the past or future verbs. Partici-

pant’s task was to make a temporal or valence judgment (with his/her

left or right hand) on the target meaning. Surprisingly, we observed a

spatial mapping of past and negative concepts to the right and of

future and positive concepts to the left. Of central interest, time

primed valence concepts and vice versa, showing past-negative and

future-positive congruency effects. Congruency results are discussed

according to the Coherent Working Models theory. Finally, we

observed that the more depressive is a participant the faster he/she is

to give responses to the left vs. right and to respond to past vs. future

verbs. Implications of these results for clinical uses are discussed.

Modulation of bodily self-consciousness

with proprioceptive alteration at the lower limbs

Estelle Palluel1, Jane E. Aspell1, Tom Lavanchy1, Olaf Blanke1,2

1Laboratoire of Cognitive Neuroscience, Brain Mind Institute, Ecole
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland;
2Department of Neurology, University Hospital, Geneva, Switzerland

Several lines of evidence suggest an important implication of pro-

prioceptive signals in bodily self-consciousness. Here we manipulated
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proprioceptive signals using muscle vibration and investigated whe-

ther such effects depend on the vibration frequency. Three different

vibratory stimuli were applied at the lower limbs (20 Hz, 40 Hz and

80 Hz). We thus explored whether frequency-specific proprioceptive

interference that has been reported in postural or motor tasks will also

be found for measures of bodily self-consciousness. Self-identifica-

tion (questionnaires) and visuo-tactile integration (asking participants

to make tactile discriminations) were quantified during the ‘‘full body

illusion’’. We found that even though muscle vibrations were applied

at the same body location in all cases, 20 Hz vibrations did not

change the magnitude of self-identification and visuo-tactile integra-

tion, whereas 40 Hz and 80 Hz vibrations did. These frequency

specific effects extend earlier vibration effects on motor and postural

tasks to bodily self-consciousness. We suggest that the observed

changes in bodily self-consciousness are due to altered proprioceptive

signals from the lower limbs and that these changes depend on the

tuning of Ia fibres to muscle vibration.

Physical constraints of action matter: their effect

on perceived distances

Richard Palluel-Germain1, Nicolas Morgado1, François Osiurak2,
Edouard Gentaz1

1University of Grenoble, France. Laboratory of Psychology
and NeuroCogniton; 2University of Lyon 2. Laboratoire d’Étude des
Mécanismes Cognitifs

It was shown that variations in reaching constraints influence distance

perception. However, past studies focused on the effect of reach-

relevant properties of people’s body (e.g., arm length) and on the

effect of reach-relevant properties of the object people intend to reach

(e.g., orientation). The similar influence of reach-relevant properties

of the surrounding environment remains still unclear. We investigated

this aspect through the role of obstacle in perceived distances. Par-

ticipants estimated the straight-line distance to a target located behind

a transparent barrier of varying width. We observed that participants

perceived the straight-line distances to the target as longer when they

intended to reach it by reaching around a 30-cm-wide transparent

barrier than by reaching around smaller ones. Interestingly, a sup-

plementary analysis suggests that this effect might be due to the

anticipated reaching effort. Together our results support an embodied

view of visual perception which claims that action constraints influ-

ence space perception.

Can creativity modulate cognitive reserve in normal

aging?

Massimiliano Palmiero, Dina Di Giacomo, Domenico Passafiume

Department of Internal Medicine and Public Health, University
of L’Aquila

Creativity is very important at individual, social and cultural level.

It may encompass the simulation of sensory-motor processes and

emotions, such as actions involved in the alternative uses test, which

relies on the ability to find many different, original and appropriate

uses for a specific object, or emotions involved in the representa-

tions of visual scenes. Since creative activities were found to help

aged people to express the inner-self and well-being, in the present

study the issue whether creativity can take part of cognitive reserve

has been explored. Cognitive reserve is conceptualized as a unitary

dimension: some individuals can cope with problems due to aging

more efficiently than others by the ability to use alternate paradigms

or processes to approach tasks when standard approaches are no

longer available. Thirty-six participants (mean age 60 years) filled

out the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking and the Cognitive

Reserve Index questionnaire. Raven Progressive Matrices and Tests

of Verbal Judgments were also administered. The Regression anal-

ysis revealed that the general creativity index predicted cognitive

reserve (R2 Adj. = 0.51). When the creativity index was divided in

verbal and visual creativity scores, only verbal creativity (R2

Adj. = 0.68) was found to predict cognitive reserve. These results

clarify that creativity takes part of cognitive reserve, and open to the

hypothesis that cognitive reserve is a multi-dimensional construct,

predominantly formed by verbal processes. However, the extent to

which cognitive reserve embodies sensory-motor processes (e.g.

visual), or relies mostly on verbal domain, remains to be fully

addressed.

The embodiment of creativity

Massimiliano Palmiero, Dina Di Giacomo, Domenico Passafiume

Department of Internal Medicine and Public Health, University
of L’Aquila

According to the embodied cognition approach, mental processes

depends on the kind of experiences allowed by a body interacting

with the environment with particular sensory-motor capacities.

Recently, the view that embodied mechanisms encompassing the

simulation of actions, emotions and corporeal sensations has been

proposed to explain the aesthetic response in art. In this study the

issue whether the production of artworks involves embodiment was

explored. We hypothesized that creativity can simulate emotions and

sensory-motor processes and that this ability is related to the capacity

to process sensory-motor properties of objects. Eighteen participants

were instructed to make drawings in the following categories: plant

and flowers, utensils, musical instruments, representational art,

abstract art, food, aliens, and landscape. Yet, participants were told to

fill out the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire, the Vividness

of Motor imagery Questionnaire in the first imagery perspective, and

the Semantic Association Test in visual form. This latter consists of

pairing an object with its use (function), or with its single part (part-

whole). Three independent judges evaluated all drawings according

to: originality, aesthetics, emotions, meaning, color, and shape/object

attributes. The correlation matrix revealed that participants able to

express emotions in their drawings were faster to process objects both

in terms of function and part-whole. This means that creativity

expressed by drawings can embody emotions when people are able to

process sensory-motor information. In other words, the integrity of

the sensory-motor system would be crucial for the expression of

emotions in artworks, supporting the simulation of the related body

state.
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The role of peripersonal space in tactile sustained

attention

Cheuk-Yee Pang, Emanuele Porcu, Matthias Müller

University of Leipzig, Germany

Previous studies with patients suffering from tactile extinction

showed that cross-modal visuotactile extinction existed to the same

extent as unimodal extinction. In line with animal studies, these

results suggest that a visual peripersonal space centered on the hand

modulated tactile perception. Here, we investigated the role of peri-

personal space in sustained spatial attention when vibrotactile

stimulations were presented simultaneously to two hands. To

manipulate the visual perception of peripersonal space we used dif-

ferent cardboard covers (two-small-boxes, one-big-box & two-colour-

patches-on-a-big-box). Steady-state somatosensory evoked potentials

(SSSEPs) to vibrotactile stimulation to the left and right index fingers

and somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) elicited by embedded

transient events were recorded concurrently. Subjects were instructed

to focus on one of the two stimulated locations, and to detect rare

target events embedded in the ongoing stimulation at the attended

location. We found that the N1 amplitude of the SEPs to

attended targets and the SSSEPs amplitudes were enhanced for the

attended hand. In addition, the enhancement in SSSEPs with attention

was significantly greater in the two-small-boxes condition, compared

to both one-big-box conditions. This was not mirrored in N1 com-

ponent to target events. Thus, sustained spatial attention to one of the

hands is modulated by a clear-cut separation of the peripersonal

space. Peripersonal space seems less important for the detection of

transient events at the to-be-attended hand.

Steady state visual evoked potentials as an index

of common attentional capacity between vision

and touch

Emanuele Porcu, Matthias M. Müller

University of Leipzig, Germany

Every day our brain has to deal with a multitude of stimuli involving

different senses, however limited attentional capacities allow us to

fully process only a small amount of information (Moran and Desi-

mone, 1985). Although, restricted attentional capacities have been

amply studied particularly in vision and audition, there is still an

ongoing debate on whether different modalities share or not the same

attentional resources. In the present study, we addressed the afore-

mentioned issue by means of Steady State Evoked Potentials (SSEPs),

that allowed us to simultaneously tag visual and tactile stimuli in

order to investigate how attentional resources are distributed between

concurrent modalities. A rapid serial stream of letters (6 Hz

frequency) and a vibrotactile stimulation (20 Hz frequency), deliv-

ered to both index fingers, were concurrently presented for 5 s;

subjects were asked to perform (on a trial by trial base) either a single

discrimination task or a dual task involving both modalities. Given that

a dual task requires a bigger attentional deployment than a single task,

we expected lower SSEP amplitudes in the dual task condition com-

pared to the single task condition. In line with our hypothesis, visual

SSEPs have shown significantly lower amplitudes in the dual task

condition compared to the single task condition indicating a common

processing capacity between modalities, however somatosensory

SSEPs did not show a significant effects requiring a further investi-

gation on the possible causes.

Route learning and landmark use in typical

development, Down syndrome and Williams syndrome,

in virtual environments

Harry Purser1, Emily Farran1, Yannick Courbois2, Daniel Mellier3,
Pascal Sockeel2, Mark Blades4

1Institute of Education, London, UK; 2Université de Lille, France;
3Université de Rouen, France; 4University of Sheffield, UK

The ability to navigate new environments has a significant impact on

the daily life and independence of people with learning difficulties. In

the typical population, the development of environmental learning

begins with knowledge of landmarks along a route. Using virtual

environment mazes, the development of route learning ability was

explored in typically-developing children aged 5–11 (TD, N = 108),

and adults and adolescents with Down syndrome (DS, N = 50) and

Williams syndrome (WS, N = 19). Overall, measures of attention

and long-term memory were strongly associated with route learning,

even once general fluid intelligence was controlled for. Computer

mouse/keyboard ability did correlate with route learning ability in any

group. All the groups demonstrated the ability to make use of land-

marks near junctions, those further from junctions, and also distant

landmarks (e.g., church spire, radio mast), but only TD children aged

7 or more could explicitly demonstrate understanding that junction

landmarks are particularly useful; this reflects implicit understanding

developmentally preceding explicit understanding. Because navigat-

ing through a virtual environment does not involve actual bodily

movement through space, it can be concluded that landmark use need

not require proprioception such as kinesthetic and vestibular senses;

visual information alone appears sufficient for supporting simple

navigation using landmarks. Individuals with WS performed better

than a matched subset of TD children in more difficult mazes; we

suggest that this is supported by relatively strong visual feature rec-

ognition in the disorder, related to chronological-age appropriate (and

better than predicted by mental age) face recognition observed in WS.

Bidirectional link between numbers and space:

an investigation with optokinetic stimulation

Mariagrazia Ranzini1, Matteo Lisi1, Marco Pitteri2,
Barbara Treccani3, Konstantinos Priftis1,2, Marco Zorzi1

1University of Padova, Padova, Italy; 2Laboratory
of Neuropsychology, IRCCS San Camillo Hospital, Lido-Venice,
Italy; 3University of Trento, Italy

Previous studies have shown that number processing involves

mechanisms related to visuo-spatial attention orienting. The majority

of these studies has revealed the effects of number processing on

visuo-spatial attention orienting and on spatially-encoded responses

(e.g., left-sided, right-sided). Fewer studies, however, have investi-

gated how the modulation of visuo-spatial attention orienting

influences number processing. A technique used to modulate visuo-

spatial attention orienting and, thus, spatial awareness is Optokinetic

Stimulation (OKS). OKS consists of bars moving homogenously
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towards a specific direction. OKS induces the optokinetic nystagmus

(OKN), but OKN can be prevented by asking participants to keep

their gaze at a fixation point. We investigated the effects of OKS on

number processing, in two conditions: without fixation point (OKN+)

and with fixation point (OKN-). In both OKS conditions, we asked

participants to perform a parity judgement task. The direction of OKS

(static, leftward, rightward), the absolute number magnitude (small,

large), and the relative number magnitude (smaller or larger than the

previous number) were manipulated. Reaction times (RTs) and eye

movements were recorded. OKS enhanced the size effect (i.e., faster

RTs for small than for large digits) in the OKN- condition in both

directions (leftward, rightward), and in the OKN+ condition in the

rightward direction. Moreover, eye movements were affected by

number processing, because the gaze shifts in the OKN+ condition

were modulated by number magnitude. We conclude that there is a

bidirectional link between numbers and space. This link is mediated

by visuo-spatial attention orienting and it is functionally related to

action execution.

Reading direction shifts visuo-spatial attention: when

attentional biases are culturally based

Luca Rinaldi1, Samuel Di Luca2, Avishai Henik3, Luisa Girelli4

1Department of Psychology, University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano,
Italy; 2Centre de Neuroscience Système et Cognition, Institut de
Recherche en Sciences Psychologiques, Université catholique de
Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium; 3Department of Behavioral
Sciences and Zlotowski Center for Neuroscience, Ben-Gurion
University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel

A growing amount of evidence confirms the influence of the reading/

writing habits on visuo-spatial processing (for a review, see Chokron

et al., 2009), although this phenomenon has been so far testified

mainly as a lateralized shift of a single behavioral sign (e.g., spatial

bias in line bisection performance; Chokron and Imbert, 1993b;

Kazandjian et al., 2010). The present study contributed to this topic

by analyzing multiple attentional and motor indexes in monolingual

Italian (i.e., reading from left-to-right) and bilingual Israeli (i.e.,

reading from right-to-left—Hebrew—but also from left-to-right—

English—) participants’ performance in a series of cancellation tasks.

Participants were administered a computerized standard stars can-

cellation task (Halligan et al., 1990) and a modified version, where

English letters and words were replaced by Hebrew ones. The tasks

were presented on a graphics tablet and a magnetic pen-stylus was

used to cancel out the targets, allowing recording of both chrono-

metric and spatial (i.e., measured in x/y vector coordinates)

parameters of the performance. Results showed that reading direction

modulates the on-line visuo-motor performance (i.e., left-to-right vs.

right to left movements) from the beginning (i.e., first mark) to the

end of the task (i.e., spatial distribution of omissions and individual

attentional epicenter, calculated on the average of the x/y middle

points of each marked target). Overall, the cancellation performance

was found to be modulated by the dominant reading habits—i.e., left-

to-right for the Italians, right-to-left for the Israelis—regardless of the

type of alphabetical distracters’. This pattern of results favor the view

of an interaction between cultural factors, such as the directional

scanning associated to language processing, and biological factors,

such as hemispheric specialization in modulating visuo-spatial pro-

cessing (Chokron, 2002), critically during a free visual scanning task.

Do sequence-space synaesthetes have better spatial

imagery skills? Maybe not

Aurora Rizza1, Mark C. Price2

1‘‘Sapienza’’, University of Rome, Italy; 2University of Bergen,
Bergen, Norway

Sequence-space synaesthesia is a type of visuo-spatial imagery in

which numbers or calendar units are experienced to occupy locations

in space. Previous studies have claimed that these synaesthetes (1)

have stronger self-reported visual (but not spatial) imagery, and (2)

perform unusually well on mental rotation tasks which are usually

taken to reflect spatial (but not visual) imagery. To further investigate

whether this form of synaesthesia is related to spatial imagery we

compared synaesthetes to controls on the Object Spatial Imagery

Questionnaire, a Paper Folding test and a Mental Rotation task. The

synaesthetes did not differ from controls in self-reported spatial

imagery, but showed a strong trend to report better visual imagery,

replicating previously reported data patterns. Consistent with this,

their paper folding and mental rotation performance was no better

than controls. We also confirmed that, in our pooled sample, perfor-

mance on both these tasks was positively correlated with self-reported

spatial imagery. We suggest our data are more consistent with the

view that sequence-space synaesthesia is related to visual than to

spatial imagery, and we suggest reasons why previous studies may

have found superior mental rotation performance.

Space contraction experiences during acustic

metronomic stimulation: a synthetic discussion

Vezio Ruggieri, Carla Cocchia

University of Rome, ‘‘Sapienza’’, Italy

On the basis of the results of a previous research we will present a

new interpretation of some psychophysiological components of spa-

tial experience. The research examined the role of the acoustic

activity of a metronome (with different frequencies of 66, 144,

192/min), on a space extimation between two points. The stimulus

distances between the points were 30, 60, 90 cm. The increasing of

the metronomic frequency determines on evident contraction of the

extimation of the perceived distances for each of the three different

stimulus distances. The results have been interpreted in light of a

psychophysiological integrated model.

Egocentric/allocentric and coordinate/categorical

haptic encoding in blind people

Gennaro Ruggiero, Francesco Ruotolo, Tina Iachini

Department of Psychology, Second University of Naples, Italy

Recently, it has been suggested that egocentric (body-centred) and

allocentric (object-centred) spatial encodings combined with coordi-

nate (metric) and categorical (non-metric) spatial relations can be

considered as two different spatial dimensions that can interact
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depending on task characteristics. In the literature on blind people’s

spatial memory, few studies addressing the issue of egocentric/allo-

centric processing have shown that the lack of any visual experience

affects negatively the capacity to process allocentric information.

However, no study has investigated in blind people the capacity to

process egocentric/allocentric and categorical/coordinate encodings

in combination. Congenitally blind (n12), adventitiously blind (n12),

blindfolded sighted (n24) and sighted participants (n24) were com-

pared on a task that compared directly these spatial encodings.

Participants memorized 3-D objects haptically explored, then pro-

vided spatial judgments of distance: egocentric-coordinate, ‘Which

object was closest to you?’; egocentric-categorical, ‘which object was

on your left\right?’; allocentric-coordinate, ‘which object was closest

to a target object?’; allocentric-categorical, ‘which object was on the

left\right of the target object?’. Overall, the results showed that

congenitally and adventitiously blind people took longer to process

allocentric-coordinate with respect to egocentric categorical and

coordinate encodings of blindfolded and sighted participants. Finally,

the visual status also affected the accuracy of allocentric encoding. In

sum, the absence of visual experience provokes a selective impair-

ment in processing allocentric information when combined with

metric, but not non-metric information. The theoretical implications

of these results will be discussed.

The spatial flexibility of time—A direct comparison

of spatial representations of time

Susana Ruiz Fernández1, Juan José Rahona2

1Leibniz Knowledge Media Research Center (KMRC), Tuebingen,
Germany; 2Complutense University of Madrid, Madrid, Spain

Recent studies provide support for a time–space association, indi-

cating that time evokes spatial representations that may facilitate or

impede responses to time-related words. Strong evidence was found

for a spatial representation of time that goes from left-to-right with

past represented on the left and future represented on the right side.

There is also evidence for a back-to-front timeline with past repre-

sented behind and future represented ahead. Based on the notion of a

flexible representation of time onto space the present study compared

both time representations directly. Participants were presented tem-

poral words and had to classify them moving the slider of a response

device according to the temporal content of the words. The experi-

ment consisted of four experimental blocks according to the factors

response axis (i.e., back-to-front vs. left-to-right) and response con-

gruency (i.e., congruent: forward or right movement to future related

words and backward or left movement to past related words vs.

incongruent: forward or right movement to past related words and

backward or left movement to future related words). Block order was

randomized across participants. Due to richer back-to-front spatial

experiences through our senses, faster responses were expected for

the back-to-front than for the left-to-right response mapping. Results

provide evidence for a flexible projection of time into space. Unex-

pectedly, a trend to faster responses for the left-to-right mapping was

found, suggesting an influence of reading direction on response axis.

Reading temporal words could activate the left-to-right response axis.

This activation needs to be inhibited when a front-to-back response is

performed.

Individual reactions to a multisensory immersive

virtual environment: the impact of a windfarm

on individuals

Francesco Ruotolo1, Vincenzo Paolo Senese1, Gennaro Ruggiero1,
Luigi Maffei2, Massimiliano Masullo2, Tina Iachini1

1Department of Psychology, Second University of Naples, Italy;
2Built Environment Control Laboratory R.I.A.S., Second University
of Naples, Italy

The Embodied Cognition framework emphasizes the body-environ-

ment interaction and the fact that this interaction creates a dynamic

multimodal representation of the environment that influences the way

we think and feel. From an applied perspective, here we propose a

multisensory methodology that simulates the individual-environment

interaction to assess the impact of audio-visual environmental char-

acteristics of a wind farm on individuals. To this end, 93 participants

(M 45 %) were randomly assigned to one of three experimental

conditions that reproduced a wind farm by means of an Immersive

Virtual Reality (IVR) System. Participants could be immersed in a

virtual scenario presenting both acoustic and visual stimuli (bimodal

condition), or only visual stimuli (unimodal visual condition), or only

auditory stimuli (unimodal auditory condition). While immersed in

the virtual scenarios, participants performed three cognitive tasks

(verbal fluency; short-term verbal memory; backward counting) and a

perceptual distance estimation task (egocentric distance: how far is

the turbine from you?; allocentric distance: how far is the turbine

from the red dot?). Afterwards, participants reported their degree of

visual and noise annoyance (subjective reactions). The results showed

an effect of the experimental conditions on both cognitive and per-

ceptual tasks, and on subjective reactions. In particular, visual

information seemed to modulate the impact of sound. This supports

the idea that humans perceive the environment holistically and that

auditory and visual features are processed in close interaction.

Moreover, the results suggest that IVR technology offers an innova-

tive way to assess the impact of environmental characteristics on

humans.

When a glass calls: anatomy of a toast

Claudia Scorolli1, Massimiliano Miatton1, Lewis A. Wheaton2,
Anna M. Borghi1,3

1University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy; 2Georgia Institute
of Technology, Atlanta; 3CNR Rome, Italy

While affordances have been intensively studied, the mechanisms

according to which their activation is modulated by the context, and

particularly by the social context, are poorly understood. We inves-

tigated how the Agent’s reach-to-grasp movement towards a target-

object (e.g. can) is influenced by the Other’s interaction with a second

object (manipulative vs. functional). The two objects could be linked

by a spatial relation (e.g. knife), when they are typically found in the

same context; otherwise by a functional relation. The functional

relation can imply an action to perform with another person (func-

tional-cooperative, e.g. glass), or on our own (functional-individual,
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e.g. drinking with a straw in a glass). When the two objects were not

related (e.g. toothbrush) participants had to refrain from responding.

In order to respond participants were to move the target object

towards the other person in the giving condition; in the getting con-

dition towards his own body. When objects were linked by a

functional-cooperative relation, participants reached the velocity peak

faster if the Other adopted a manipulative rather than a functional

posture. The Agent’s response affected the grasping component of the

movement: specifically, during a giving response, looking at an

interaction with objects in accordance with their conventional use

anticipated the maximal fingers’ aperture. Results reveal that humans

have developed a sophisticated capability in detecting information

from hand posture, which is informative as to the Agent’s intention:

the different hand posture reveals whether the Other is ready for a

collaborative action or for an action performed on her own.

How tool-use and arm position affect peripersonal

space representation

Bruno Seraglia, Konstantinos Priftis, Simone Cutini,
Luciano Gamberini

Department of General Psychology, University of Padua,
Padua, Italy

Our representation of space can be distinguished in that peripersonal

(i.e., the space within arm reach), and that of extrapersonal space (i.e.,

the space beyond arm reach). Nevertheless, tool manipulation can

expand peripersonal space representation to include the extrapersonal

representation of space reached by the tool. Here we present an

investigation of two different aspects of this phenomenon. The first

study investigated whether tool-use can expand peripersonal space

into very far extrapersonal space. Healthy participants performed line

bisection in peripersonal and extrapersonal space using either a

wooden stick (up to a maximum of 240 cm) or a laser pointer (up to a

maximum of 480 cm). Using the laser pointer, participants misbi-

sected to the left of the true midpoint for lines presented in

peripersonal space and to the right of the true midpoint for lines

presented in extrapersonal space. In contrast, using the sticks, par-

ticipants misbisected to the left of the true midpoint, both for lines

presented in peripersonal and extrapersonal space, confirming a

peripersonal space expansion up to a distance of 240 cm. The second

study investigated whether arm position could influence the percep-

tion of peripersonal and extrapersonal space during tool-use.

Participants performed line bisection in peripersonal and extraper-

sonal space using wooden sticks in two different conditions: either

with the arm bent or with the arm stretched. Lines were presented at

increasing distances up to a maximum of 120 cm. Results showed a

greater pseudoneglect in the stretched arm condition.

What’s in a kiss? Spatial experience shapes directional

bias during kissing

Samuel Shaki

Ariel University Center of Samaria, Israel

Recently, an intriguing observation found a rightward head-turning

bias during kissing; apparently indicates that the early head-motor

bias persists into adulthood. Here we challenge the innate attitude

towards the head-turning bias in adults during lip kissing, by showing

in observational and behavioral studies that the direction of the bias is

culturally dependent. Similarly to previous observations of couple

kissing, most of the Western couples (67.6 %) turned their heads to

the right. However, the majority of the Middle-Eastern couples

(77.9 %) turned their heads to the left. Moreover, this opposing pat-

tern of head-turning bias with Middle-Eastern people was tested with

ninety-two Israeli students who volunteered to kiss a doll’s head. Here

again, most of them (66.3 %) turned their head to the left during

kissing. Surprisingly, we found a rightward bias with left-to-right

readers and a leftward bias with right-to-left readers. Previous studies

have found that after fixating on content, people’s eyes tend to move

in a direction consistent with their reading direction. If so, after fix-

ating on their partner’s face, left-to-right readers may look rightward

and, respectively, have a right bias when kissing. In contrast, right-to-

left readers tend to move their eyes leftward and, as a result, will show

a left head-turning bias during kissing. In summary, we suggest that

head-turning bias during kissing is an acquired behavioral asymmetry,

probably shaped by spatial experience within culture habits (i.e.

reading direction), rather than reflecting pre-wired hemispherical

lateral asymmetry.

Map interaction during navigation—An ecological

assembly process tailored according to individual

spatial abilities

Kenny Skagerlund1, David Kirsh2, Nils Dahlbäck1

1 Linkoping University, Linkoping University;
2University of California San Diego (UCSD), USA

This study investigated how individuals navigate in an unfamiliar

environment while using a map. What are the dynamical processes

transpiring when an agent navigates in the environment using a tool to

his aid? The emphasis was on the dynamic interaction between agent

and artifact that together worked according to the Principle of Eco-

logical Assembly (PEA) and how this dynamical interaction could be

analyzed from a situated problem-solving perspective. The fact that

individuals rely on cognitive artifacts in different circumstances is a

trivial statement, but the less scrutinized question concerns tempo-

rality of cognitive work—when and how does the process of

ecological assembly emerge during a problem-solving situation?

Using cognitive ethnography as methodological approach to investi-

gate the aforementioned research question, 17 research participants

took part in this study conducted at the campus area of UC San Diego.

The participants were given a physical map that represents the UCSD

campus, with the primary task to reach a target destination from their

current location on campus. Individual sense of direction predicted

the probability with which the ecological assembly was initiated, in

conjunction with a set of peripheral and interesting findings regarding

how individuals increase the cognitive congeniality of their envi-

ronment during the interactive problem-solving activity. Another

finding was that individuals relying primarily on route knowledge,

rather than survey knowledge, more frequently spontaneously aligned

the map in synchrony with the surrounding environment while
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navigating, suggesting a different registration process preference

between map as pictorial external representation and the world.

Gender effects in map-comprehension

and self-localization

Tobias Sonntag, Gregory Kuhnmünch, Marco Ragni, Evelyn Ferstl,
Christoph Hölscher

University of Freiburg, Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany

Which cognitive sub-processes make map-aided navigation in

unknown environments difficult? Self-localization in complex net-

work maps provides an interesting test-bed for investigating visual,

spatial and reasoning processes and their relation to gender. If par-

ticipants receive limited information about their proximate

surroundings and they have to localize themselves in a map, they are

supposed to perform a number of cognitive and visual processes:

mental rotation, discriminating similar intersections with respect to

specific characteristics like angles or their configuration. Errors

therein can yield wrong turning decisions while route-following. In a

web-based study, we presented 99 participants (34 m/65 w) with 54

computer-generated maps and small cut-outs on which their virtual

position was marked at one branch of a single intersection. Their task

was to indicate the corresponding location on the map. The main

independent variables were rotation of the cut-out and intersection

similarity. Results: Participants were able to solve an average of 52 %

of the given tasks. Task difficulty was positively (F = 7,55) related to

the number of branches at the sought-after intersection. Analysis

revealed a strong gender effect for self-localization favouring men

(61 % vs. 48 %, t = 3.3, p \ 0.01, d = 0.7), which might be

explained by a significant interaction between gender and the rotation

of cutouts (F = 7,9). Non-rotated cutouts did not elicit gender effects.

Self-localization scores were positively related to Mental rotation and

the Hidden Figures task. More map characteristics such as landmarks

and their relation to gender differences will be investigated.

Toward an embodiment–disembodiment taxonomy

Kurt Stocker

University of California at Berkeley

Psychological, Neuroscience, and linguistic evidence is synthesized to

suggest that a mental scene in principle is cognized with a mental

gaze that can take on one of three forms along a mental scene:

(i) from within her physically present body (embodied physical gaze,

EPG); (ii) from within a physically non-present, solely mentally

represented body (embodied mental gaze, EMG); or (iii) from outside

a solely mentally represented body (disembodied mental gaze, DMG).

Evidence for the EMG-DMG distinction comes from: (i) field and

observer memories, which can be analyzed as instances of EMG and

DMG, respectively; (ii) neural correlates of field and observer

memories (e.g., decreases in somato-motor activity in observer

memories when contrasted with field memories); and (iii) cognitive-

linguistic conceptualization of body-interior and body-exterior mental

perspective points, which can also be analyzed as instances of EMG

and DMG, respectively. While cognitive evidence which can be

analyzed in terms of an EMG-DMG distinction is readily available,

research that would allow to distinguish among EMG-DMG and EPG

in a coherent explanatory framework id lacking. EPG can for instance

be argued to underlie all forms of cognition that involve the con-

ceptualization of the present moments as a temporal perspective point

and EMG or DMG can often be argued to be conceptually embedded

within EPG. Experimental ideas that specifically address the proposed

mental embodiment—disembodiment parameter—the EPG-EMG-

DMG tricotomization—are discussed.

Embodied cognition and emotion: how readers’

implication affect the representation of emotions

Isabelle Tapiero1, Gönül Karakaya2

1University of Lyon 2—Institute of Psychology—Laboratoire EMC;
2University of Lyon 2—Institute of Psychology

The Embodied cognition theoretical view brings a new way for

investigating the processes brought into play into discourse compre-

hension. The main assumption relies on the idea that the

representation of language, and therefore comprehension, is related to

an internal motor simulator (Barsalou, 1999; Feldman, 2004; Glen-

berg, 2000; Zwann, 2004). Following this assumption, language

comprehension would result in the contribution of a neural process

that ordinarily has a nonlinguistic function (e.g., action, perception, or

emotion). Recently, some studies have shown evidence for simulation

using emotion (Havas, Glenberg, & Rinck, 2007; Glenberg & al.,

2005). Specifically, in order to fully understand emotions or emo-

tional states, readers might simulate them during comprehension. In

line with this theoretical framework, we investigated the way readers

represent character’s emotional states while reading short stories.

Using the self-paced reading paradigm, participants had to read 8

short stories either written at the first-person narrated, or at the third-

person narrated. In each story, a protagonist’s emotional state was

implied, either positive or negative. The last sentence of each story

was present in two different versions either containing a congruent

emotion, or an incongruent emotion, depending on the emotional

content of the stories. Consistent with the simulation assumption, our

results showed that when readers are more personally involved in the

fiction (first-person narrated), they better represent the protagonist’s

emotional state than when they are less involved (third-person

narrated).

Effects of affect, stress, and anxiety on spatial cognition

Marina Tsagkla, Ineke van der Ham

Helmholtz Institute, Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands

Much research has been done on the effects of stress, anxiety, and

charged emotional states on memory and it has yielded significant

results. It is surprising, therefore, that no effort has been made so far

to explore the possibility of such effects existing in relation to spatial

memory and its associated processes as well. In this study, we set out

to explore this issue. Our investigation was guided by the expectation

that participants who were stressed, anxious, or experiencing intense

emotions would have impaired performance in several spatial tasks.

To this end, we measured anxiety levels, emotional states, a number

of spatial ability aspects and wayfinding skills using a battery of

psychometric tests and a series of experimental tasks placed in a

virtual reality setting. Contrary to our expectations, the results were

mixed in the sense that not all observed effects on performance were

negative. For instance, feelings of anger were associated with better
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performance in the survey and faster responses in the route learning

tasks, but impaired landmark recall, while stressed participants scored

higher in the route learning tasks but took longer to complete them.

We found the large amount of statistically significant results produced

in this study promising. We maintain that further study of the effects

of affect, stress, and anxiety on spatial cognition is warranted as it

could yield important insight on the interrelation of cognitive and

emotional processes.

Spatial cue use in bilinguals and monolinguals:

an fMRI study

Anna Tyborowska1, Joost Wegman1,2, Gabriele Janzen1,2

1Radboud University Nijmegen, Donders Institute for Brain,
Cognition and Behaviour, Nijmegen, The Netherlands; 2Radboud
University Nijmegen, Behavioural Science Institute, Nijmegen, The
Netherlands

It has been shown that bilingualism impacts executive control func-

tions (e.g. involved in task switching) due to the continuous use of a

control mechanism that inhibits one of the two co-existing languages.

Studies have shown structural plasticity changes in bilinguals com-

pared to monolinguals as well as different neural activation patterns in

executive control tasks. The present fMRI study explores the use of

spatial cues in 15 bilinguals and 14 monolinguals while navigating in

an open field virtual environment. In each trial, participants had to

navigate towards a target object that was visible during encoding but

hidden in retrieval. During encoding, three object cues (columns) with

shadows were visible. Blocks informed the participants what type of

information would most likely be available during retrieval—two

objects without shadows (objects trial) or one object with a shadow

(shadow trial); in each block switch trials made up 30 %. An exten-

sive network was activated in bilinguals compared to monolinguals in

the encoding and retrieval phase. During normal-trial encoding, bil-

inguals activated right temporal and left parietal regions (objects

trials) and left inferior frontal and precentral regions (shadow trials)

more than monolinguals. During retrieval, the same contrasts acti-

vated the left caudate nucleus and parahippocampal gyrus (objects

trials) and right DLPFC, bilateral parahippocampal, and left caudate

regions (shadow trials). Retrieval-related activation during switch

trials involved the anterior cingulate cortex, right frontal regions,

parahippocampal gyrus, hippocampus, and the caudate nucleus. These

results show that bilingualism impacts neural networks known to

subserve spatial strategies and executive control processes.

Body and action distortion techniques using a Virtual

Embodiment System

Christian Van Brussel, Stéphane Grade, Martin Gareth Edwards,
Benoit Macq

Université catholique de Louvain, Belgium

We introduce a set of techniques used to synchronize and distort

virtual visual body information in correspondence to physical actions

made by a user in virtual reality. The techniques rely on a solution at

the UCL/IVE Lab that enables a user to embody with a virtual avatar.

The system uses data gloves and several motion analysis captors that

are put onto the body of the user in order to capture the physical

motion of the user’s finger and arm actions. These are synchronized

with procedural rendering and animation techniques that generate a

virtual avatar and animation so that when the user moves, so does the

observed virtual avatar. We discuss recent experiments that manip-

ulate the correspondence between the user’s physical and avatar’s

animated actions in order to distort the perception of the body and the

surrounding action space within the virtual environment. For exam-

ple, does manipulation of body size moderate perceived action space?

Can particular deficits caused by brain damage be explained by dis-

tortions in perceived action?

The development of landmark use during navigation

Anne H. van Hoogmoed1,2, Joost Wegman1,2,
Danielle van den Brink1,2, Gabriele Janzen1,2

1Radboud University Nijmegen, Behavioural Science Institute,
Nijmegen, the Netherlands; 2Radboud University Nijmegen, Donders
Institute for Brain, Cognition and Behaviour, Nijmegen, Netherlands

The ability to use landmarks in wayfinding develops at a young age.

Whereas 5-year-olds primarily use egocentric strategies during way-

finding, from 7 years on, children have been shown to rely more on

landmark information. This shift in spatial cue use is suggested to be

related to the development of verbal strategies. However, adults

appear to benefit from visual-spatial working memory (WM) during

navigation rather than verbal WM. In the current study we investi-

gated development of landmark use and its relation to verbal and

visual-spatial WM in children aged 5, 7 and 9 years old by means of a

navigation task in a virtual environment. We hypothesized the use of

landmarks to increase with age, and to show a shift in WM component

involvement. In addition, we investigated whether the gender differ-

ence in landmark use found in adults is already present in children, or

whether it does not become evident until puberty as suggested in

previous research. First results show that 5-year-old children still

(partly) rely on an egocentric navigation strategy and not successfully

make use of landmarks in the environment. Moreover, a correlation

between performance on the navigation task and verbal WM suggests

that at this age verbal WM facilitates landmark use in 5-year-olds. We

are currently investigating differences between boys and girls, both in

performance and strategy. In addition, the abovementioned questions

are currently studied in 7- and 9-year-old children to assess devel-

opment of landmark use and its relation to WM between the ages of 5

and 9 years.

The alteration of reference frames in a vertical

navigation

Michal Vavrečka, Lenka Lhotská

FEE CTU Prague, Czech Republic

We analyzed the behavioral data from the experiment focused on a

navigation in a 3D virtual environment. Participants had to adopt

egocentric or allocentric reference frame within the tunnel traverse

according to their spontaneous strategy. The tunnel consisted of

turned segment in both horizontal and vertical plane. The analysis

revealed alteration of navigation strategies in vertical plane. The

experimental sample consisted of participants who spontaneously

adopt egocentric reference frame in both planes (24 %), participants

who natively adopt the allocentric frame in both planes (21 %) and

participants who used an egocentric frame in horizontal navigation
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and an allocentric frame in vertical navigation (11 %). We also

analyzed error rates for specific groups in the horizontal and vertical

plane. There was a difference between particular planes (18 % in

vertical tunnels compared to 2 % in horizontal tunnels) for the ego-

centric strategy, but the group with strategy alteration (10 % error in

the vertical tunnels and 7.5 % in horizontal tunnels) and then the

group adopting allocentric frame (10 % error in the vertical and 5 %

in the horizontal tunnel) achieved similar results in both planes.

Interestingly 30 % of participants reinterpreted the instruction and did

the mental u-turn at the end of tunnel and achieved lowest error rates.

This should be attributed to the location of the tunnel origin within

their sensory horizon comparing to the above mentioned strategies.

Verifying properties of concepts spontaneously requires

sharing resources with same-modality percept

Nicolas Vermeulen1, Betty Chang2, Olivier Corneille1,
Gordy Pleyers1, Martial Mermillod3

1Université catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium;
2University of Sheffield, UK; 3 Université Blaise Pascal, Clermont-
Ferrand, France

The recent grounded cognition literature suggests that modal per-

ception and conceptual representations share common modal systems

and modal resources. There exists a large body of evidence on the role

of sensory systems during knowledge access. We will briefly present

literature related to perceptual-conceptual interactions. We will show

that facilitation of knowledge representation appears following per-

ceptual decisions in sequential (low cognitive load) designs, while

interference appears when a sensory load is imposed upon participants

as they perform conceptual tasks in parallel multitasking designs. In

the present experiment, participants had to verify properties of con-

cepts but, depending on the trial, concept-property pairs were

presented via headphones or on the screen. The results showed that

participants took longer and were less accurate at verifying concep-

tual properties when the channel used to present the CONCEPT-

property pair and the type of property matched in sensory modality

(e.g., LEMON-yellow on screen; BLENDER-loud in headphones)

compared to when properties and channel did not match (e.g.,

LEMON-yellow in headphones; BLENDER-loud on screen). Such

interference is consistent with theories of embodied cognition holding

that knowledge is grounded in modality-specific systems (Barsalou,

1999, BBS): when the resources of one modality are burdened during

the task, processing costs are incurred in a conceptual task (Verme-

ulen et al., 2008, Cognition). We discuss this finding in the broader

context of grounded cognition and compare it to previous findings

using closely related sensory-conceptual designs.

Prismatic lenses influence the magnitude of numbers

selected in a random number generation task

M.J. Yates1, C.M. Vicario2, T. Loetscher3, M.E.R. Nicholls3

1University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 2SISSA, Trieste, Italy;
3Flinders University, South Australia, Australia

Numerical cognition appears to be linked to spatial attention. For

example, when neglect patients (who demonstrate a pathological

rightward attentional bias) select the midpoint between two num-

bers—e.g. ‘‘11’’ and ‘‘19’’—they tend to select a number to the

‘right’ of the true midpoint—e.g. ‘‘17’’. This mirrors their rightward

bias on physical line bisection tasks. Similarly, healthy individuals

display a small leftward attentional bias matched by a tendency to

select numbers to the ‘left’ of the true midpoint during numerical

bisections. This link between spatial attention and numerical pro-

cessing offers a window into the mechanisms underlying numerical

cognition. However, much of the evidence for this link has derived

from number line bisection data. To address this limitation, we

investigated the effect of spatial attention on random number

generation—an alternative to the number line bisection task—in

healthy individuals. Spatial attention was manipulated via prism

adaptation. Thirty-six participants generated a sequence of 40 ran-

dom numbers (from the range 1–30) before and after adaptation to

either: left-shifting prisms, right-shifting prisms or control specta-

cles. Against expectations, participants who adapted to left-shifting

prisms (this induces a temporary shift of spatial attention to the

right) generated smaller numbers after adaptation than before

adaptation—as measured by both the mean of the numbers gener-

ated, and the proportion of small numbers (numbers 1–15). By

contrast, there was no difference between the magnitude of num-

bers generated before versus after adaptation to either right-shifting

prisms or control spectacles. Possible explanations for these results

are considered.

Exploiting spatial descriptions in visual scene analysis

Leon Ziegler1, Katrin Johannsen2, Agnes Swadzba1, Jan de Ruiter2,
Sven Wachsmuth1

1Faculty of Technology, Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany;
2Faculty of Linguistics and Literary Studies, Bielefeld University,
Bielefeld, Germany

The reliable automatic visual recognition of indoor scenes with

complex object constellations using only sensor data is a nontrivial

problem. In order to improve the construction of an accurate semantic

3D model of an indoor scene, we exploit human-produced verbal

descriptions of the relative location of pairs of objects. This requires

the ability to deal with different spatial ‘‘frames of reference’’ (FOR)

that humans use interchangeably. In German, both the intrinsic and

relative FOR are used frequently, which often leads to ambiguities in

referential communication. We assume that there are certain regu-

larities that help in specific contexts. In a first experiment, we

investigated how speakers of German describe spatial relationships

between different pieces of furniture. This gave us important infor-

mation about the distribution of the FORs used for furniture-predicate

combinations, and by implication also about the preferred spatial

predicate. The results of this experiment are compiled into a com-

putational model that extracts partial orderings of spatial

arrangements between furniture items from verbal descriptions. In the

implemented system, the visual scene is initially scanned by a 3D

camera system. From the 3D point cloud, we extract grouped planar

patches that suggest the presence of certain furniture objects. We then

integrate the partial orderings extracted from the verbal utterances

incrementally and cumulatively with the estimated probabilities about

the identity and location of objects in the scene, and also estimate the

probable orientation of the objects. This allows the system to improve

both the accuracy and richness of its visual scene representation,

significantly.
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